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A SURVEY WAS MADE CF 18 UNIVERSITIES WITH ACCREDITED
PROGRAMS FOR SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR PREPARATION TO ASCERTAIN
146W THE SOCIAL SCIENCE DISCIPLINES HAVE BEEN INTEGRATED INTO
THEIR PROGRAMS, AND TO EVALUATE THE HYPOTHESIS THAT INCREASED
EMPHASIS UPON AN INTERDISIPLINARY APPROACH WOULD PRODUCE MORE
EFFECTIVE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS. FINDINGS WERE COMPILED FROM
PERSONAL INTERVIEWS WITH RESPONSIBLE PERSONNEL AT EACH
INSTITUTION. ALL OF THE SCHOOLS OFFER PROGRAMS IN EDUCATIONAL
ADMINISTRATION LEADING TO THE D.ED. CR THE PH.D. A RELATIVELY
CONSISTENT PATTERN EXISTS AMONG THE SCHOOLS WITH RESPECT TO
COURSE WORK, FIELD EXPERIENCES, STATISTICS, INTERNSHIPS,
SEMINARS, AND DISSERTATION RESEARCH. ALL INSTITUTIONS INCLUDE
'COURSE WORK IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES: WITH DISCIPLINES AND
THEIR FREQUENCIES AS FOLLOWS-- SOCIOLOGY UT), ECONOMICS (16),
POLITICAL SCIENCE (13), PSYCHOLOGY (11), ANTHROPOLOGY (8),
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (5), PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (4),
HISTORY (3), PHILOSOPHY (2), GOVERNMENT (2), COMMUNICATIONS
(2), AND HUMAN RELATIONS (1). SEMESTER HOURS REQUIRED FOR
INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES RANGE FROM NO MINIMUM TO A MINIMUM
OF 24, WITH MOST SCHOOLS FAVORING SOCIAL SCIENCES. ABOUT HALF
THE SCHOOLS ARRANGE SEMINARS FOR THEIR STUDENTS THROUGH THE
INTERDISCIPLINARY CLASSES OFFERED FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS IN
ALL DEPARTMENTS. PROBLEMS EXIST IN (1) OBTAINING ADEQUATE
PERSONNEL TO TEACH THE SOCIAL SCIENCE DISCIPLINES, (2)
CONFUSION OVER THE CONTENT AND RELEVANCE OF SUCH TRAINING,
AND (3) CONFLICTS WITH PERSONNEL IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCE FIELDS
OVER STUDENT LOAD IN THE RESPECTIVE DEPARTMENTS. ONE SCHOOL
REPORTED REAL, EVIDENCE AND ONLY TWO REPORTED VERBAL EVIDENCE
OF THE EFFECTIVENESS CF THE INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACH, A
LACK ATTRIBUTED TO IIS RECENT INTRODUCTION. THE STUDY
RECOMMENDS THAT EACH DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION
INCORPORATE INTO ITS PROGRAMS THE MOST RELEVANT CONTENT CF
THE SOCIAL SCIENCES AND CULTIVATE INTERACTIONS WITH SOCIAL
SCIENCE DEPARTMENTS. (JK)
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THE SOCIAL SCIENCES -- AN ASPECT OP

SCHOOL ADIVENISTRATOR PREPARATION

INTRUCTION

In this day of rapid change, in all areas of human endeavor, ono cannot

deny that a broad knowledge of social conditions, as well as IL specialized

knowledge in administrative technology, is important to the successful school

administrator. Indeed, there seems to be a general concensus of opinion that

the goals of education can be best served through the leadership of perceptive

individuals. This presupposes that effective school administrators shall be

cognizaiit of contemporary social problems; they shall have a sensitive aware-

ness of human behavior and haw to deal with it; they shall have the technical

knowledge and akin to imaginatively promote learning activities designed to

fulfill the goals of the educational enterprise.

The past two decades have brought societal and technological changes

that stagger the imagination. Concomitantly, programs of preparation for

school administrators have undergone changes toward making them more

appropriate to the new and increased demands placed upon the schools. While

Prior to the late 1940's and early 50's preparation for school administrators

concerned itself exclusively with the "how to do it" experiences of managing a

ochool system, present day programs envision a departure from this parochial

approach. Technical knowledge is still considered to be quite essential, but a

greater emphasis is now being placed upon theory, research, and interdisicipli-

nary acumen in educational a4ministration. MDreover, the brief e74x.sure to

advanced study that was deemed sutficient heretolbre is now considered woe-

folly inadequate as preparatory have established WSW criteria ter

{
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Mazy writers, in recent years, have added to the literature with

respect to the contributions the social sciences can make to the problems and

practices of school administration..

Downey concludes that since educational administration
deals with formal organizations, the administrator must be con-
cerned about the sociology of organization; and since he also deals
with individuals and groups, he must draw upon the fields of
psychology, social psychology and group dynamics. Since he also
deals with the problems of political action, power, and govern-
ment, he must also draw upon the concepts, 'experiences, and
research of the political scientists. Since the process of educa-
tion involve* problems iu eocialization., ace lturation, end
enculturation., the educational administrator cannot eliminate
from his concern the problems of cultural dynamics as studied
by the anthropologists. And, finally, since the educator must
employ the resources of society for the accomplishment of the
school's objective, and since decision- ranking, both with respect
to human relations and the allocation of resources, is a funda-
mental function of the administrator, he cannot be indifferent to
the values which the field of economics can provide for him.'

Goldhammer agrees with Downey and avers that the social sciences

can help the school administrator give order to the realities with which he

deals. He lists five particular values which the social sciences hold for

educational administration. These are as follows:

1. The social sciences help the educational administrator achieve
both a method for the collection of data and a systematic way
of looking at things.

2. The social sciences can help the educational administrator
acquire broad knowledge of the setting in which education
and functions of administration take place.

3. Through the social sciences the educational administrator can
gain added understanding of the significance of the phenomena
with which he deals.

4. The social science4 can help improve the basis which the
educational administrator has for predicting the consequences
of his decisions and actions.

5. The social sciences can help the administrator select relevant
data pertaining to the concrete situation with which he mutt
deal and also provide him with the research tools which will
enable him to analyse gand interpret these do or to draw
adequate an d accurate, inferences from them,

Yr
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In a pubAisitititt by Halpin that deciumented an earlier pronouncement,

he wrote:

'Traditionally, our training programs have stressed the
"practical" and have concerned themselves more with techniques
tin with understanding. During the postwar period, however?,
adissinistraters have become increasingly aware of the role of
theory and have come to recognize the contributions that social
scientists can make to our understanding of educational adminis-
tration. The superintendent's job and the jobs of principals, and
supervisors have been viewed afresh in the light of recant human
relations research. Those of us responsible for training adminis-
trators have welcomed research findings on leadership and group
behavior, and We have found ourselves drawing heavily upon
insistns ;bout administration derived from other disciplines.°

While Tope agrees with the views of others who look upon the social

sciences as potentially valuable professional studies for school administrators,

be suggests, "It will probably never be satisfactorily determined which mate-

riel gleaned from social science study and research is most relevant to a field

like school administration. A great deal will depend on particular social

sciences and particular school administrators ."41

Neither by expression nor implication cbea Hills take issue with the

incorporation of interdisciplinary experiences into the preparatory programs

for educational administrators. He wac, however, concerned with the extent

to which this inclusion was taking place. His observation, following an

investigation, was that he discerned "relatively few concrete indications of

any sweeping changes in the field. To be sure, the more recent textbooks

reflect some of the shifts identified by Halpin, and the University Council for

Educational Administration has found a variety of ways to emphasize theory,

research, and interdisciplinary approaches. But casual observations lead one

believe that the tail U itiO4 is not nearly so widespread as we would like to
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I ether words, survey of 150 members of the National Confer

ence of Professors :ducat:tonal Administration, from which he secured a

WM* rospossit of sixty-eight percent, led him to observe:

We *re forced to conclude that not only is the interdiecipli,
nitx7 emphatic more imagined than real, but also that most pro -

sor,. a# admicistrstion do not even read the more sophisticated
Pumas in the field of education. To be sure, there are other
Ways of providing interdisciplinary emphasis than for professors
themeelves to become authorities in the various supporting
disciplines, but such an emphasis seems incompatible with the
nearly complete lack of clog, familiarity with the relevant
journals as reported above.°

Prom the foregoing, it can be inferred that there is widespread agree*.

meat that the social sciences have an important place in the preparatory pro -

grams for educational administrators. It was suggested, however, that there

is some doubt as to what aspects of the social sciences are likely to be moat

relevant and fruitful for administrators. in this regard, Goldhammer holds

that the social sciences cannot be substituted for the development of an inde-

pendent science of educational administration, but "educational administration

can rely heavily upon the research methods and concepts of the bode

sciences.7 Finally, it seems apparent that the actual integration of

interdisciplinary activities in programs of preparation is more myth than

reality.

THE PR.9BLI3M

Wes the belief of this investigator that universities with recognized

ypraparatery v,ograms in educational administration have, for the most part,

dote quite well by their graduate students in communicating the technical

#44 skills; many have prepared their students well in the human

-**11410140 WWI; s flew have gone beyostd this and equipped their students with
4

well, = Despite the fact that some institutions are

4
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deliberately emphasising the conceptual skills and doing better than others,

it HM OS SOS tfitosume that none are doing as well as they might in this

This study, 'therefore was conceived as a- means of gathering informs

directly from Its primary source for the purpose of ascertaining:

1. Hew universities preparing school administratOrs, other than
Pennsylvania:State University, have integrated the social and

;behavioral sciences (hereafter called the social sciences) into
their preparatory programs so that graduate students may be
exposed to,aspetiences in these, disciplines and helped to
perceive the important relationships that exist among them.

3. What evidence there is to support the hypothesis that the
increased emphasis placed upon the interdisciplinary
improach in school administration programs has produced
more effective school administrators.

PROCEDURE

Since it was impracticable for several reasons to attempt to include all

fifty one of the member institutions of the University Council for Educational

Administration In the atudy, a sample of fiftpen of .these. wa chosen for

visitation. An additional three non-U.C.E.A. institutions were selected,

also, whose reputations for program and staff is well known and whose

campuses could be conveniently visited while enroute. The total sample was

eghteett-Anstitutions with accredited programs for the preparation of school

administrators. Appendix B shows the itinerary that was followed.

Where possible, at each of the institutions visited, an appointamt was

-Made to meet with the professor in charge of the program in educational

administration« At fourteen of the eighteen locations this Oerson, was available

and arrangettime for an-interview. In four instances the person sought was

absent from the campus or involved with conflicting commitments. Neverthe-

less, etherprefessor0 concerned with the program and knowledgeable but it



were made available. At two of the institutions, graduate .students granted

time for interviews. . See Appendix A.

The interview was kept as informal as possible. It cott d not be

exactly characterized as unstructured because an outline guide was used. The

early questiens were of a very general nature designed to elicit information

which would reveal the presence or absence of a relatively consistent program

pattern among the institutions involved. Then to0, these questiens naturally

led into. the subsequent questions which were designed to secure information

relative to the purposes of the study.

In each case, a request was made for a graduate bulletin and for any

descriptive brochures which would assist in explaining the procedures of the

institutions, both with respect to advanced degrees and specifically with

respect to administrator preparation. A number of the institutions were able

to provide these materials; for various reasons, some were unable to do so.

The time spent at each institution varied in accordance with the con-

venience of the person or persons to be interviewed and how long it took to

secure the desired information. Since the University of Oregon anti the

University of Chicago are by reputation among the more advanced in the

country in the program area under ;Investigation, it was determined that

several days should be spent at each of these places. This made conversations

with a number of people possible and provided an opportunity to, make use of
r.

library resources within the departments of educational administration.

PRESIRMATION OP DATA

Generally. school administrator preparatien programs to fulfill

current certificAtion requirements among the several states mandate that

to 'tuft' be carried beyond the master's degree This is true for the
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minor administrative positions such as elementary school principal and high

school principal as well as for the superintendency. Therefore, this investi-

gator was concerned chiefly with preparatory programs that, lead to the higher

positions of superintendent, department of public instruction perionnel, pro-

fessor of educational administration, and researcher in educational

administration.

All of the institutions visited offer doctoral programs in educational

administration, leading to the D. Ed. and/or the Ph. D. Many offer both

degrees; a few offer only the Ph. D. Except for the language competence

expected of Ph. D. candidates, which is not required of those seeking the

D. Ed., the difference between the two degree programs is more imagined

than real. In fact, comments were made by some who were interviewed that

they could no longer discern any significant differences in the programs even

with regard to the thesis submitted by the respective candidates. At one

institution it was revealed that most of the candidates pursued the Ph. D.

because of the difficulty of satisfying the statistics requirements for the D. Ed.,

this discipline coming under the jurisdiction of the department of mathematics.

For the most part, doctoral candidates in educational administration pursue

the D. Ed. because a knowledge of statistics is likely to be more appropriate

to their thesis research than languages. Nevertheless, at one of the institu-

tions a professor interviewed remarked that none of his candidates pursue the

Ph. D. because the language requirements established by the language

department were "sadistic."

There seems to be a relatively consistent pattern among the several

institutions with respect to their requirements for course work, field experi-

ences, statistics, internships, seminars, and dissertation research. While

there are some variations among the.institutionso none of them depart very
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much from a norm. This is probably due to the fact that they have adjusted to

the exractfitions of N.C.A.T.E. and the U.C.E.A.

Although field studies and internships are generally not required, these

_student experiences are encouraged. Moreover, these training procedures

are not engaged in as extensively as might be desirable because of the

difftmdties inherent in their implementation.

Since one of the purposes of the investigation was to ascertain how

universities other than the Pennsylvania State University integrate the social

sciences into their preparatory programs for educational administrators,

answers to the questions that follow are based upon the interviews.

1. Do you use disciplines (social sciences) outside the College of
Education in your preparatory program in educational administra-
tion; if so, what disciplines do you use?

The list below includes all of the disciplines and their frequencies as

reported by the respondents in the institutions studied:

Sociology 17 Public Administration 4
Economics 16 History 3
Political Science 15 Philosophy 2
Psychology 11 Government 2
Anthropology 8 Communications 2
Business Administration 5 Hume u Relations 1

All of the institutions include work in the social sciences in their pro-

grams; no institution, however, reported using all of the disciplines indicated.

The as rage number for which arrangements have been made with other

departments is about five. Then too, there is some ambiguity with regard to

titles. Rd example, at some institutions Government, as a discipline, is a

part of Political Science; Economics may be a part of Business Administration;

Anthropology may be an offering of the Sociology Department. On the other

hand, these titles may relate to discrete disciplines within independent

departments.
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Over half of the institutions reported that emphasis was placed upon

Sociology, Xiconomics, Political Science, and Psychology in that order. Less

than half of the institutions emphasize Anthropology, Business Administration,

Pablie Administration, and the other disciplines on the list.

2. .How many semester hours of interdisciplinary experiences are
required in your preparatory program?

Here again, the investigator calls attention to the fact that the prepara-

tory program envisioned is that which leads to chief administrator endorse-

ment or certification.

Although all of the institutions require candidates to engage in graduate

study in the social sciences, there is no uniformity with respect to how much.

The number of semester hours varies om "no minimum" to a mierytum of

24. A majority of the institutions favo ;programs that embrace from 12 to 18

semester hours of such experiences in lasses and seminars.

3, Do state certification procedures dictate minimum requirements in
the several areas of your preparatory programs for school
administrators?

Respondents at: most of the universities investigated stated that they

designed their programs to satisfy requirements established by the state.

.These requirements, however, in many instances conform to what the

universities have decided upon and asked state certification agencies to endorse.

State control ranged from none, where an institution operated with

eat-determination, to absofute where the institutions had little to say about

minimum requirements for administrative certificates.

i.t five universities it was reported that they were permitted to endorse

candidates who had satisfactorily completed a program. This implied that the

institutions had worked out agreements with the state education departments

whereby their varifitts programs were approved. This, students completing
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$ wo* sit *see isetitutiettsue endorsed by the ieetitutioes rather

spying 10 the stets far eertificatiott.

4. What is the make -up of your doctoral committees?

It is logical to **eat that If graduate etudente are seeking certification

and ;re wing to *mite as.much as 25 pone nt of their advanced study to the

modal 11010444S, they should have :epresentatives of the social sciences on

their advlsery committees,

Most of the institutions require that there be a person from a disci.

pliste outside of the college of education on the candidate's doctoral committee,

vaeveral places, this person serves as advisor in the area of the candidate's

atittort in two places, the person serves only for examination purposes when

the candidate presents himself for final oral examination,

Two of the institutions investigated reported that tt is not necessary to

We a per son from outside the college of education serve on a candidate's

committee, Two other institutions reported similarly except that a professor

tom outside of the college might be invited to serve on the committee if the

candidate's thesis was 1s the area of that professor's competence. For

example. * candidge's thesis that was strongly related to sociology might

influsece the enlistment of a representative of the sociology department as a

member of the committee, Though it may not necessarily be so, it is possible

that certain inetitutions, with administration professors who have strong back-

grounds of preperation and experience in the socialial sciences, do not feel the

need-tn. go beyond their own collars.

Advisory committees. ranged in number from three to five persons,

Dm most commonsiee seems to be five, although a number of institutions

tolerate with only three, - Two isstituttons-reportedthe use of four-member

Cxottoitt0000 t te oftberie uses a foitith person from outside the college of
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egoolition for ore/. examination purposes only.

54 May professors from **social foundations serve as the minor
advisor in a case where the student is pursuing a general studies .

minor?

'Social foundations are here defined as those. experiences that include

such things as History of Education, Comparative Education, Social Founda

titans of the Curriculum, Philosophy of Education, and the like. Ofetitnes

the are taught by professors of education who are expert in one or more of

the social science disciplines. Where this is true, professors are likely to

have a keener appreciation of the relationship of the social sciences to the

area of school administration than would representatives of the social science

departments.

To provide a breadth of understanding with respect to the social

sciences, candidates are generally advised to elect work in several of the

disciplines (general etudies), This means that they are unlikely to attain depth

in any one It is conceivable then that they may find it difficult to satisfy the

expectations of en advisor- from outside the college of education who is strongly

orOnted toward a particular branch of the social sciences' rather than toward

the social sciences in general. For this reason, some institutions may assign

or invite to the advisory committee a person from the social foundations. No

institutions reported that such a procedure would be permissible, but only one

institution reported that it was used. Generally, among the institutions

investigated, prohossors from the social foundations are.not construed to be

rePreeenta tive of the outside disciplines.

60 Are,protessers from disciplines outside of education used in
seminars tcydiscuss problems and subjects related to education?

'About on**half of the institutisise reported the use of professors from

Witt sciences to otter or assist 11:th.sonxisirs tOr graduate studvats in
.
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iiikultkietottlea Some of those proilessors bold dual appointments in

as ma Of their primary interest and in the college of education as well. In

a few instances, it was found that social scientists hold singular appointments

in the coll of education and have as a part of their responsibilities the

offeringof courses and seminars in their particular disciplinss. In several

instances, interdisciplinary seminars are conducted by regular staff members

of the school administration department or section who act as coordinators

for offerings designed to enlist the services of a number of invited speakers.

About one -half of the institutions merely arrange for their graduate

students in educational administration to enroll in interdisciplinary classes on

the same basis as any graduate student from any other department. To some

extent this same procedure prevails e mong the institutions that involve their

candidates in seminar activities. At those places where seminar experiences

are not provided and the educational administration people find it difficult or

impossible to work with the social science people even for course experiences,

the p.cefessors attempt to include as much of an interdisciplinary approach to

the technical courses in educational administration as they can.

7. Do you have any kind of advisory committee drawn from the total
university to counsel the faculty in educational administration
concerning the use of the social science disciplines?

It is generally conceded that school administrators and those who pre-

pare them need to have insights about the social realities they need to be

aware of and understand the great issues confronting American. society. But

only one institution of the eighteen visited has * committee recruited from the

social sciences that advises and counseli; ,with the personnel from school

aclatinistration. TM Only reason the one institution. reported as it did is that

the staff in school administration, holds professorial appointments I the
college of liberal Wei the. WU People here all dtabilkliall reach in the
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work

L What are you biggest administrative problems in the use of the
interdisciplinary **act areas?

A number of statemento were made with respect to this question from

which inferenees can be drawn. borne of them are enumerated below:

a. Some of the institutions do not have strong personnel teach-
ing in the social sciences and the people in administration
do not feel that they can work with them.

b« Educational administration candidates are successful in
their achievement in the interdisciplinary courses, but
there is considerable doubt as to whether the Vontent holds
any real value for them in the matter of relevance.

c. Those iuterdisciplinary experiences are used in which the
people in educational administration can secure cooperation
from the professors. The number may be few, the area may
net be the most desirable, and the offering may be poor.

d. In most places there are not enough educational administra-
tiola, students to justify courses or seminars exclusively for
them. As a minority in an interdisciplinary offering made
up largely of majors in the particular discipline, the educa-
tional administration candidates must take what is intended
for the majors. Quite often the professor is indifferent to
their needs.

e. 'There seems to be a lack of understanding among the social
scientists with regard to what the people in educational
administration are trying to accomplish by pursuing their
subject areas.

Some people in the social science fields, because 0! their
reluctance to working with the educational administration
students, establish barriers to their enrollment in graduate
classes because they lack prerequisites.

g. With burgeoning graduate school enrollments, the social
science departments are getting all of the students they want
within their own disciplines. Therefore, they do not want
etudents from other graduate programs because these con-
stitute an excess. One department head expressed the
situation with, "If you can't feed your own kids, its
difficult to feed *mime else's".

h. fem. ef the reepon404to indiosted that had no adminis-
trative problems with regard to the interdisciplinary atoms*
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their preparatory programs « This is difficult to explain
because at no institution visited by this investigator was
there tA.4 rnibie evident* that-the optimum condition
prevailed.

9. 09 you have any evidence to verify that the interdisciplinary
approach to the preparation bf your candidates has made better
school administrators of them?

At sixteen of the institutions the answer to this question was no. At the

"i6f. Insisting two institutions the respondents felt that despite no real evidence,

the verMl comments of the candidates about how helpful the social sciences

are in regard to such things as power structure, community dynamics, com-

munication, social organization and disorganization, labor relations, and

demography are indicators of an increased social awareness.

Perhaps the reason why there is no evidence is that few if any studies

have been done to determine if the social sciences have made a significant

contribution to the operational effectiveness of school administrators.

Undoubtedly, it was assumed by many that exposure of the younger candidates

to the social sciences would bring about an awareness of social problems and

conditions which the earlier administrators had to learn the hard way. The

most frequent response to the question was, "It is too soon to tell".

OBSERVATIONS

Generally, the men who are in chaige of the preparatory programs for

school administrators are those senior members of the departments who have

had a number of years of service as public school teachers and administrators

before becoming professors. Undoubtedly, their own preparation in many

cases was devoid of any significant emphasis on the several disciplines that

up-the social sciences. Therefore, this lack, together with a stung

larsiVOMent with protossional practice is unlikely to effect any real
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commitment to the social sciences as an element of administrator preparation.

Rills made this same point when he said that those who have served ten to

fifteen years in public schools are unlikely to renounce overnight the "practical"

orientation acquired during those years. Moreover, they have probably

secured their graduate training long before there was any ,emphasis on inter

disciplinary approaches. Therefore, if these emphases are slight now, they

were probably non-extant when many received their training.8

Despite the fact that all of the institutions make some effozi to include

the social sciences in their preparatory programs for educationti administra-

tors, there is no consistent pattern followed either with regard to content or

depth. It seems that in general those who are in charge of the programs

advocate the inclusion of the social sciences and proclaim a conviction that they

have a contribution to, make. On the other hand, it appears also that little real

effort is being made to get together with the social scientists to identify the

kind of knowledge, skills, and understandings that would be most fruitful and

relevant for the candidates.

It is paradoxical that all of the professors interviewed agreed that the

social sciences should be a necessary part of the preparation of school .1.itimin-

istretors, and at the same time most are doing so little to make this area of

preparation meaningful. With a variance of "no minimum" to 24 semester

hours of advanced. study required among the institutions visitedt it is evident

that little is known with respect to what would be optimum. Moreover, it

wpm* that what is required at the institutional level is that which has been

established as minimal by state certification procedures or, perhaps, the

expectations of acwediting armies

Thus lsr at vial ream* to believe that the extent to which the

.in Interdisciplinary activities is largely conditioned
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by convenes, i.e. , the convenience of the progessOrs in making arrangements

fer their studsits. to enroll in classes and geminate outside the college of educes

don, the convenience of the social science professors in admitting educational

administration students to: their classes, the convenience of the L.:it:lent in

fitting the wettable Interdisciplinary experiences into his program schedule.

Furthermore: this reveals an indifference on the pert of both of the professor

groups to what may be relevant to the student in terms of his past experience,

his.inPerestso and his current needs.

Educational administration students who are pursuing advanced study in

the social sciences as a part of their total preparation ought to have repre-

Sentatives from those disciplines on their doctoral committees withwhom they

could work closely. This would more likely assure the selection of experiences

that are appropriatis to the students' needs. In most instances, this investigator

was left with the impression that the committee members from the social

sciences who did serve gave the student little if any direct help; his presence

was ncessary merely to fulfill graduate school requirements.

None of the persons reporting for their institutions indicated the use of

professors from the social foundations area as advisors or committee members

representing the social sciences. The inference may be drawn that social

foundations professors are perceived-as too closely allied to education and not

deeply enough involved with activities related to die social science disciplines.

There are, howe*or, two reasons why this situation could change:

Burgeoning Onrolltriente at the graduate level are providing social
science departments with sufficient students of their own. Pro-
fessors from these departments are no longer impelled to accept
students from education to make up respectotble.sized classes;
SUOsitiOnal administration people become excess, and unwanted,

2 As's-consequence, colleges oteducationare lending to seek pro-
filiers,,aducate& in the social-sciences to.provide the social
100611041,14, experiences.



A number of practices are employed to provide interdisciplinary

samisars for administration students. For example, seminars are offered

Which are made up entirely of education students. A social science professor

may conduct this and emphasize a particular discipline; a group of

social science professors may offer the seminar and emphasize several of the

social SCielleell lAva number of places, the students are merely assigned to

seminars In the social sciences with little concern as to how these may relate

to educational administration. In a few places, regular professors of the

educational administration dapartment or section have been assigned the task

of designing, staffing, and coordinating interdisciplinary seminars to which

several guest speakers of varied competencies have been invited to make a

contribution. In some instances the contributors are not university personnel

but may be professional people working outside the university.

Apparently, the difficulty in offering interdisciplinary semin-rs and

classes for educational administration students is that few of the institutions

have a sufficiently large resident group to warrant the offering for these

students alone. Then too, professors in a particular discipline prefer to work

with their own graduate students within their own areas of interest. When a

few students from educational administration are assigned to seminars outside

of the field of education,: they generally find themselves in competition with

graduate majors, often in an area for which they have little background, and

exposed to experiences and activities designed for those graduate students

whose primary ieltrest is in the particular di4cipline. In the event that an

interdinciplinary seminar is designed, staffed, and coordinated by the educa-

ional administxation department, it can only be offered infrequently such as

during *summer pesoion, sad is often tin-
-

service.

17
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jn few instances, social, scientists hold joint appointments in their awn

departments and in the departments of educational administration as well But

won here they perceive themselves as professors and researchers in the

social sciences and, therefore, not committed to making their field meaningful

and :vista to the educational administration student.

Goldhammer has very well described the need;9

The preparatory program for educational administrators
should be so designed that the administrators will have at their
disposal the best of the resources in the social sciences. They
need more than superficial familiarity, They should have expe-'
rtences which enable them not only to gain familiarity with the
concepts employed and the research findings available, but also
to engage Methodically in' some common research undertakings
with social scientists.

There is little likelihood that what he suggests is going to be brought

about by the procedures that are now followed.

It was revealed at several institutions that heretofore the graduate

students in educational administration were welcomed into the graduate classes

in the social sciences even though they frequently lacked the prerequisites.

This was so because they supplemented a dearth of graduate students in those

disciplines. This in becoming increasingly less true as university enrollments

expand and as the proportion of graduate to undergraduate students tends to

increase, As more and more graduate students within a discipline become

available, it is probable that the professors will become preoccUpied with their

own breed and will become less willing to work with outsiders. This means

that the almost complete absence of any kind of interdisciplinary advisory Corn*

tallow; for counseling with the educational administration faculty, a condition

which now prevails, will become even more remotely possible.

There are alreat many problems to contend with in-proviciing an

effectivs- program of social .science experiences-for graduate sttidents. MedUca-

00044'04miniittatiOn# ..Seme- of thO.institutionS are Making energetic efforts to
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with these p ems. rs are doing the best can by accommoda

to them. A any rate; there is much room for improvement at the institutions

included in the study If the social SChIliCell are going to become a part of a

worthwhile integrated program that will foster appreciation, understanding

sad competence in the technical, human, 'tad conceptual skills needed by the

profession.

Non. of die people interviewed could cite any evidence to show that

school administrators with extensive preparation in the social sciences were

more effective than they would have been had they not had this advanced study.

A few made value judgments that they believed persons with extensive social

science preparation were more aware of social problems and were better able

to deal with them than were administrators who had not had this preparation.

Moreover, it was remarked that theory oriented people seem to have a better

knowledge of how to systematically attack a problem or problems than do those

who were not so oriented. Nevertheless, it appears that no one can state with

any great conviction that the social sciences as a part of administrator

preparation has mide a difference.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Prom the dialogues conducted and the observations made at the several

school administrator preparatory institutions visited, the investigator has the

Mowing recommendations to offer:

I. There being an apparent need for professors of school administration
to project beyond apathy and indifference and really work to identify
a body of knowledge thaw will provide at least a common foundation
of conceptual skills and understandings to supplement the technical
and human skills that are already SJ well established, within each
department of educational administration the total faculty should
devote time and effort to the purpose of program development and
improvement. This presupposes aua* the social sciences, as an
area of administrator preparatiogi, should be critically examined to
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determine what content and activities can most fruitfully contribute
to this profession.

2, Since there is a general consensus among professors of educational
administration that the social sciences should be an important part
of administrator preparation, greater effort should be expended to
make experiences in these disciplines available, relevant, and
cc =preheat ive .

Within each university, persoils in charge of graduate pro-
grams in educational administrition ibould design ways and estab-
lish procedures to cultivate interactions between the department of
educational administration and the several departments of the social
sciences. This envisions that:

a, Friendly avenues of communication be established whereby
the needs of school administration students may be identi-
fied and met through classes, seminars, and/or research
activities that are relevant to both professional areas.

b. Professors from the social science disciplines should be
encouraged to serve on doctoral committees for educational
administration candidates and fulfill a role that transcends
merely an examination function. Moreover, professors of
education can and should serve on doctoral committees is
the social sciences.

c. Professors from the social sciences should be encouraged to
explore research activities related to their own disciplines
in which the schools, as social systems, might provide
laboratory situations.

d. Professors from the social sciences and educational admin-
istration should cooperatively engage in activities that will
be beneficial to both professional areas as each brings to
bear their special talents on problems of no tual concern.
This means that learning experiences in the social sciences
shall be made available to educational administration
students, experiences that are comprehensive and relevant
with respect to goal orientation. On the other hand, profes-
sors of education can and should facilitate the use of schools
and school districts wherein social science research may be
carried on.
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